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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
Cloud services are so ubiquitous that many of us don’t even realize when we’re using them. During
the COVID-19 pandemic, organizations adopted or ramped up the use of cloud technologies as
part of their accelerated digital transformation initiatives. Services like Slack, Dropbox, Zoom, and
Microsoft Teams boosted employee engagement, productivity, and collaboration, for example.
In a Harvard Business Review survey, 59% of executives said their organization increased
investment in new cloud technology due to the pandemic.1 And cloud services showed that they
could provide security, scale up quickly, and handle increased traffic.2
Amid this move to the cloud, printing has remained an afterthought. Yet cloud printing allows
organizations to eliminate onsite print servers and their maintenance, enhance organizational
security, and reduce the burden on IT departments. Before the pandemic hit, 73% of organizations
said they expected to transition to cloud print management over the next five years.3 However, this
can languish in the planning stage due to the unexpected challenges of hybrid work, cyber threats,
and new data privacy policies.
But challenges faced by companies hoping to transform their print ecosystem can be the same
reasons it’s crucial to stop planning and start migrating print to the cloud. Below, we’ll look at five
of the most compelling arguments for starting the journey to cloud printing today.
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THE CHALLENGES OF
PRINTING TODAY
It’s easy to take printing for granted as long as things are working well.
But even then, printers can cause headaches for businesses concerned
about increasing security threats and newly dispersed workforces. We
all want to be able to click and print, but we have to do that without
causing substantial harm to company or consumer privacy.
For example, cyber threats have only increased in recent years. And for
roughly 60% of companies, data breaches have involved their printers,
giving bad actors access to company networks and their data.4 The
most troublesome of these threats, the aptly named PrintNightmare,
is a security vulnerability affecting the Microsoft Windows operating
system.5 Recently, a survey by Quocirca found that 19% of IT leaders
said that zero-day print spooler vulnerability impacted their company,
while 20% reported some type of direct printer device/IoT attack.6

PRINTER VULNERABILITIES
Network hacks via printers can debilitate companies and destroy
customer trust. Whether a company suffers a ransomware attack in
which they have to pay to get their data back, lose data to a hacker,
or are simply left embarrassed by a bad actor who can prove they
exploited the system, it can require years to recover from financial and
reputational losses.
In 2010, businesses were warned that any printer with a hard drive—
especially multifunctional printers with photocopying abilities—was
susceptible to bad actors after a CBS News investigation discovered
pay stubs, domestic violence complaints, and detailed medical records
stored on the hard drives of machines organizations had discarded.7
In 2016, hackers attacked printers connected to the SWIFT mobile
payment platform and stole $81 million from Bangladesh Bank’s
account at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.8 This shows how
different yet effective printer hacks can be.
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THE DILEMMAS OF REMOTE WORK
The expansion of remote work since 2020 has only added to the
problem of print security. A distributed workforce that prints company
documents on home printers lacking workplace cybersecurity is an
easy target. And while 64% of IT leaders expressed concern about this,
security still ranks relatively low in their list of concerns about printing
overall, even as 41% expected these home print volumes to increase.9
Operating a mixed fleet, even in an office, increases cybersecurity risk.
Quocirca found that 66% of organizations operate non-standardized
fleets that create security “blind spots” and that 73% of those
companies reported data breaches.10
Pandemic-related office shutdowns have left many organizations
with underutilized printers that must be maintained and secured.
Print volumes have declined, and the fluctuating nature of the hybrid
workforce makes planning difficult. But print is still important—in
fact, a survey of European workers found that 79% felt that their print
habits made them more productive.11

REGULATIONS AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Companies face the difficult decision of how to manage print
infrastructure during larger digital transformations that need the
attention of their IT departments, even when the management of the
printers themselves is outsourced.
Developing print policies for mobile device printing and providing
employees who need to print with a consistent and convenient
experience is no easy task. It’s only made harder by the regulatory
blind spots created by increasingly stringent privacy and data
sovereignty requirements. As of 2018, 34% of IT professionals in
Europe, where the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) was set
to have the most impact, either didn’t think or didn’t know whether
the new rules covered printing.12
While Quocirca found that 70% of organizations expected to increase
their print security in 2022, these issues are urgent.13 Planning is
essential, but it needs to lead to swift action.
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TOP 5 REASONS TO MIGRATE YOUR
PRINT TO THE CLOUD
1. ENHANCE SECURITY
In April 2022, nine months after the PrintNightmare hacks began, the Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) added a new local privilege escalation bug in the Windows
Print Spooler to its list of actively exploited bugs. CVE-2022-22718 is classified as a high-severity
vulnerability impacting all versions of Windows that were not patched during February 2022’s
Patch Tuesday. Microsoft said that bad actors could exploit it locally, in low-complexity attacks, and
without user interaction.14

It’s clear from the challenges that printing poses to cybersecurity that it has been neglected in
previous security upgrades and now poses an even bigger problem. Organizations can no
longer ignore or postpone dealing with it. Sixty-eight percent of organizations reported printrelated data loss in 2021, and the average breach costs roughly $673,000 when disruption and
customer loss are factored in. Firewalls and antivirus protection are no longer enough defense.
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ADOPTING A ZERO TRUST SECURITY MODEL
One important way to enhance print security is by adopting the zero trust security model, which
32% of organizations have already done.15 In zero trust environments, nothing inside the network
is inherently trusted. It is assumed that bad actors are already inside the network, so printing
requires identity and access management (IAM), end-to-end encryption of print paths, and
validation of all communication endpoints before communication is allowed.
When printing from the cloud in a tight security environment, the user must be present at the
printer to pull the print job and authenticate the request. Printer IDs are made separate from
workstation IDs for yet another level of confidentiality.

For companies struggling to implement a new print infrastructure, managed print
services can enact zero trust requirements across a hybrid workforce by:
Assessing all applications, devices, and users who access the network

Evaluating the weaknesses in each

Recommending more secure bring-your-own-device (BYOD) policies

Locking out insecure devices

Offering a more visible way to assess printer usage

Implementing cloud-based multifactor authentication

Managed print providers can also monitor cloud-based services like automatic firmware updates
and patches and provide analytics to help identify both threats and inefficiencies within the print
ecosystem.16
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2. SUPPORT YOUR HYBRID
AND MOBILE WORKFORCE
WHEREVER THEY WORK
Hybrid and remote work is here to stay; 4 out of 5 workers in
a McKinsey & Company survey of remote workers said they
wanted to keep their arrangement going forward.17 Even more
conservative estimates suggest that workers are happier and
more productive while working two days a week at home.18
As a result, employers are making long-term plans to adjust
to employees’ desire for flexibility. But even occasional
remote work requires hyperconnectivity, the convenience of
connecting to a company’s digital assets, and more devices,
including personal printers.

REGULATING HOME PRINTERS
Over half of employees say that their home printer purchases
were not recommended or approved by their employers. In
large companies, this number is closer to 74%, while only 10%
of these workers are concerned with the security of their
home printing.19
Quocirca found that 63% of employees are printing more at
home than they were a year ago, and it’s smaller organizations
that tend to offer the most security features for at-home
printing, including print tracking, “own device” guidelines,
and policies on what documents can be printed and how they
should be disposed of.20 Yet, despite 64% of organizations
believing that printing is critical or very important in 2022,
only 26% say they are completely confident in the security of
their print infrastructure.21
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ADDING CONVENIENCE AND OVERSIGHT
Migrating print to the cloud can help address several security and support issues for off-premises
employees. But most importantly, it can allow workers to print from wherever they want while
giving companies more security features and extra visibility and control over employee printing.
For example, Pharos Print-at-Home lets employers see what work documents are printed at
home from work computers, even on locally attached printers. The service works with or without
a virtual private network (VPN) connection and allows organizations to manage an employee’s
ability to add new personal printers or modify access controls on applicable machines. It can
also encourage more mindful printing and lower print costs by implementing a print policy that
controls what sensitive documents can be printed at home.22
Of course, it’s not all about control. Convenience is essential, and Pharos Print-at-Home also
provides a universal print driver to remote employees. This reduces errors, the need for training,
and problems that require IT support. While it does not store print jobs in the cloud, it collects
job metadata, encrypts it, and sends it to Pharos Cloud for analytics, giving administrators ultimate
control over what information gets collected, in part to adhere to local data privacy and data
sovereignty requirements.

PRINT ON THE GO
Employees who work remotely aren’t always working from their homes, especially when they can
be full of distractions. Ideally, an organization would allow their employees to send print jobs from
any network, even if it happens to be the corner coffee shop or a hotel during a work trip. Knowing
they can access these documents later when they are near a secured printer allows them to stay
productive at the moment.
Pharos Secure Release, which can be configured to store print jobs on-premises or in the cloud,
enables printing from home, company, cellular, and even public networks and lets employees
release them from any Pharos-secured printer on the company network.23
Companies should also consider an employee’s ability to print from a mobile device in any cloud
print migration for maximum convenience. Even back in 2016, 87% of businesses relied on their
employees to use their mobile devices to access company apps, and 64% of employees did it
regardless of their employer’s policies.24
Ignoring the use of mobile devices is a significant security oversight. Cloud printing should be
supported as easily and seamlessly as any other mobile feature while also using encryption,
password enforcement, network control, and ensuring that all mobile devices that access the
network have up-to-date operating systems with current security patches.25
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3. ADHERE TO LOCAL DATA PRIVACY AND DATA
SOVEREIGNTY REQUIREMENTS

From the EU’s GDPR to the California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA), the Virginia Consumer Data
Protection Act (CPDA), and Colorado Privacy Act (CPA) set to go into effect in 2023, there’s no
doubt that digital transformation must take into account the new and ever-changing compliance
requirements around the world.
Designed to protect data privacy and sovereignty, these state and national policies are more than
just guidelines. There are stiff penalties for companies that defy the laws. This becomes increasingly
complicated when working with the cloud since it’s often unclear where data centers are located
and which laws apply—those of the territory where the data is housed or those of the company that
owns the data.
The benefit of a solution like Pharos Cloud is that it can help companies adhere to data privacy and
data sovereignty requirements by choosing where print jobs are stored and choosing what personal
identifying information is collected by Pharos Cloud in each region, even for BYOD and guest
printing. It does this via a management console that provides 21 pre-created regions that correlate to
secure AWS S3 repositories globally. This way, administrators can set job storage policies by region,
create data collection policies by region, and support region switching.26
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4. DRIVE IT
PRODUCTIVITY
Companies looking to reduce expenses sometimes look
to trim IT teams that once provided daily services to onsite workers who are not remote or hybrid. Even while
security risks become more problematic, IT departments
don’t appear to be growing. This leaves fewer workers to
deal with increasing cyber threats.
Taking print infrastructure maintenance off the plates of
IT by moving to the cloud helps reduce the work burden,
freeing up time to concentrate on real threats instead of
answering help desk calls. A cloud platform has no onpremises servers to maintain. It can also automate some
tasks so that IT workers can deal with problems as they
arise instead of acting as a sentry, constantly on guard
for intruders. Automatic discovery of new devices and
the management of all devices on a network through a
single portal help cloud-based systems work smoothly
without constant reliance on the people working on
cybersecurity.
Pharos Cloud print solutions also eliminate vendor
driver management and allow for a self-service approach
so employees can add print devices or enable guest
printing without needing administrative control of
company workstations. Migrating to the cloud improves
efficiency for end-users and reduces the burden on IT.27
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5. INSIGHTS TO OPTIMIZE PRINT AND REDUCE
COSTS AFTER THE PANDEMIC
Controlling print security and costs requires data, and old pre-pandemic metrics are no longer
helpful. Gaining frequent, current visibility into key print metrics via Pharos Insights allows
companies to take control of their ever-changing print ecosystem by viewing granular details
on intuitive dashboards whenever they need them. These insights can be customized to permit
companies a view of everything from the makeup of their print fleet, to how it is used, and even
identify outliers for targeted cost-cutting or maintenance plans.
By looking at print flow, usage by individuals and departments, and printer locations, companies
can more easily identify which machines are under or overutilized. Print metrics also allow IT and
management to schedule maintenance, relocate machines, and justify new print policies. These
digital dashboards also help IT keep the print fleet running optimally by monitoring supply levels.

ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS FOR
EDUCATION
Often, employees don’t realize how much they print,
how much of that is wasted paper, and the costs of
poor printing habits. Collecting and showcasing this
information can be educational and allow companies
to streamline printing with less pushback. It even
helps organizations meet sustainability goals.
When companies deploy a cloud print management
solution, they get a platform that provides actionable
insights, including information about printers outside
the office, to help conduct risk assessments. These
opportunities for optimization aren’t possible with a
decentralized print ecosystem.
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MOVING OFFICE PRINTING TO THE
CLOUD WITH PHAROS
It’s time to stop mulling over plans and prepare for the future. The pandemic changed the
workforce and the traditional office, and some of these changes are permanent. But technologies
like the cloud have allowed the same processes to run smoothly but in a different way. Think of it
as an evolution, albeit an accelerated one.
Old on-premises print solutions are already becoming problems of their own. Meanwhile, the
cloud has grown to support nearly every system and add visibility and accountability to workflows,
including printing.
Pharos Cloud provides a suite of solutions to manage your print migration into the cloud, with
options such as Direct Print, Secure Release, Print-at-Home, and Insights. A true cloud platform
built on Amazon Web Services (AWS), Pharos Cloud continues to develop ways to collect data,
keeping it safe from prying eyes while visible to customers needing valuable insights into employee
printing. Using only Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) providers that have achieved an SSAE 16
audit and ISO 27001 security certification covering all IaaS infrastructure and facilities, Pharos
Cloud provides a safe and scalable experience.
The Pharos Cloud platform is composed of the following products:

PHAROS DIRECT PRINT
Direct Print provides convenience, security, and compliance
by enabling the migration of direct-to-printer workflows into
the cloud and eliminating on-site print infrastructure and
vendor driver management. The product allows approved
users to print easily from their end by simply selecting a
printer on the network to print their documents, eliminating
hassles that would slow down employee productivity.
End-users benefit from the same convenience they’re
used to while the system operates at a more sophisticated
level behind the scenes to ensure end-to-end encryption,
reduce print server vulnerabilities, and support zero trust
security principles. Removing physical infrastructure also
reduces IT burdens related to vendor print drivers and other
maintenance while reducing attack vectors.
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PHAROS PRINT-AT-HOME
Print-at-Home allows organizations to gain visibility and control over employees’ at-home
printing, with or without a VPN. Built on the Pharos Cloud print management platform, it gives
remote employees the convenience of printing to at-home network printers. Providing the same
security and conveniences as Pharos Direct Print, Print-from-Home secures data with end-to-end
encryption.

This product also offers auditing support by providing crucial metrics about work-related print
jobs. Organizations receive metadata not only from at-home network printers but also from locally
attached printers.

PHAROS SECURE RELEASE
Secure Release allows employees the convenience of printing documents from any network,
whether it’s home, the company, a cellular network, or even a public network. The Pharos Cloud
then coordinates the release of print jobs to the chosen machine. It even gives organizations the
option to require authentication at a print device to release jobs, preventing the interception of
sensitive documents that get abandoned in the print tray.
Secure Release allows employees to do their printing from their iOS and Android devices via a
convenient app and take advantage of touchless printing with a proximity card or QR code. In
other words, documents can only be collected by the owner, and nothing gets printed that doesn’t
also get retrieved.
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PHAROS INSIGHTS

Insights is where it all comes together, providing organizations with the actionable data required to
optimize the print environment and reduce costs without wading through endless spreadsheets.
By providing critical metrics like total annual volume, color volume vs. black and white, the total
cost of printing, the user-to-device ratio, data outliers, and allowing managers to explore the data
by region, specific departments, applications used to print, and other job-level details, it illuminates
printing trends that can help reduce unnecessary costs.
At Pharos, our persistent focus on security shows in the Pharos Cloud suite. Trusted by some of
the largest organizations in the world, the platform has received an A+ rating using the Qualys SSL
server test and has undergone extensive vulnerability testing and examination from GreyCastle, a
top security firm. Our cloud-native platform is designed to support hybrid workforces by providing
a convenient and intuitive experience, drive IT productivity by eliminating print infrastructure,
and enhance security by removing print server vulnerabilities, protecting data with end-to-end
encryption, and supporting zero trust security principles.
When you’re ready to make your move to the cloud for optimal printing, contact Pharos to learn
how to get started.
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